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Abstract
Retrofitting techniques, which inject exter-
nal resources into word representations, have
compensated the weakness of distributed rep-
resentations in semantic and relational knowl-
edge between words. Implicitly retrofitting
word vectors by expansional technique out-
performs retrofitting in word similarity tasks
with word vector generalization. In this paper,
we propose unsupervised extrofitting: expan-
sional retrofitting (extrofitting) without exter-
nal semantic lexicons. We also propose deep
extrofitting: in-depth stacking of extrofitting
and further combinations of extrofitting with
retrofitting. When experimenting with GloVe,
we show that our methods outperform the pre-
vious methods on most of word similarity
tasks while requiring only synonyms as an ex-
ternal resource. Lastly, we show the effect of
word vector enrichment on text classification
task, as a downstream task.
1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Distributed word representation is widely used to
compute the similarity of words and word rela-
tions (e.g., mean square distance, cosine simi-
larity). Most of the algorithms to generate dis-
tributed representation are based on the basic idea
of CBoW (Continuous Bag-of-Words) and skip-
gram (Mikolov et al., 2013b). Both algorithms
learn word vectors by maximizing the probabil-
ity of occurrence of a center word given neighbor
words or neighbor words given a center word.
Due to the aforementioned nature, the distributed
word representation is weak at representing se-
mantic and relational meanings of words that can-
not be captured by the word orders (Lenci, 2018).
In order to inject semantic information, 2 types
of approaches were suggested: heavy-weight ap-
proach and post-processing approach.
The heavy-weight approach is to modify the ob-
jective function of word embedding algorithms
to reflect semantic information when generating
word vector from raw text. However, the heavy-
weight approach is less competitive because of rel-
atively small improvement in performance, com-
pared to computational complexity.
The post-processing method, called retrofitting,
is to inject the semantic information of external
resources by modifying the values of pretrained
word vectors. The benefits of post-processing
method are that (1) it can reflect additional re-
sources into the word vectors without re-training
on all the data, (2) retrofitting can be applied
to all kinds of pretrained word vectors, and (3)
retrofitting can modify word vectors to specialize
in a specific task. For example, when retrofitting is
applied to sentiment analysis on movie domain, it
aggregates least relevant word vectors like movie
titles, characters, and other entities that the sen-
timent analysis model can be more dependent on
sentiment words such as like, favorite.
However, to enrich word vectors with post-
processing methods, it is necessary to define se-
mantic lexicons. There are publicly opened se-
mantic lexicons but old-fashioned or having only
a few words. Even the semantic lexicons are diffi-
cult to update because we need expert knowledge
on word meanings.
In this work, we first suggest unsupervised
extrofitting, which enriches word vectors us-
ing semantically related words extracted from
themselves instead of external semantic lexi-
cons. The method uses Latent Semantic Analy-
sis (LSA) (Landauer and Dumais, 1997) to extract
semantically related words and then applies ex-
pansional retrofitting (extrofitting) (Jo and Choi,
2018) the word vectors with the information. Un-
supervised extrofitting performs on par with ex-
trofitting, which requires external semantic lexi-
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con. Next, we propose deep extrofitting, which
is in-depth stacking of extrofitting and further
combination of extrofitting and retrofitting for
word vector specialization. The methods prevent
retrofitting from converging in a few iterations by
extrofitting, finding new enriched vector space.
Deep extrofitting outperforms previous methods
on word vector specialization while requiring only
synonyms.
1.2 Previous Works
The first successful post-processing approach is
Faruqui et al.’s retrofitting, which modifies word
vectors by weighted averaging the word vectors
with semantic lexicons. They extracted syn-
onym pairs from PPDB (Ganitkevitch et al., 2013),
WordNet (Miller, 1995), and FrameNet (Baker
et al., 1998), and use them as external resources.
The retrofitting dramatically improves word simi-
larity between synonyms, and the result not only
corresponds to human intuition on words but also
performs better on document classification tasks
compared to the original word embeddings (Kiela
et al., 2015). After that, Mrksˇic´ et al. proposed
counter-fitting, which uses synonym pairs to col-
lect word vectors and antonym pairs to make word
vectors distant from one another. The counter-
fitting showed good performance at word vector
specialization. Next, ATTRACT-REPEL (Mrksˇic´
et al., 2017) was suggested that the model injects
linguistic constraints into word vectors by learn-
ing from predefined cost function with mono- and
cross-lingual synonym and antonym constraints.
Explicit Retrofitting (Glavasˇ and Vulic´, 2018) di-
rectly learns mapping functions of linguistic con-
straints with deep neural network architecture and
retrofits the word vectors.
The previous researches focused on explicit
retrofitting, using manually defined or learned
function to make synonyms close or antonyms dis-
tant. As a result, their approaches were strongly
dependent on external resources and pretrained
word vectors. Furthermore, we believe that mak-
ing synonyms close together is reasonable even
though it has different nuance in some context,
but antonyms have to be further investigated rather
than making them afar. For example, love and
hate are grouped as antonyms, but they should
share the meaning of ‘emotion’ in their representa-
tion. Lastly, the usefulness of word vector special-
ization should also be further investigated. Pre-
vious works showed that specialized word vec-
tors improve the performance of domain-specific
downstream tasks, but they did not show the effect
of word vector post-processing on conventional
NLP tasks such as text classification.
Jo and Choi presented extrofitting, a method to en-
rich not only word representation but also its vec-
tor space using semantic lexicons. The method
overcomes dependency problems on pretrained
word vector and explicit functions in that ex-
trofitting implicitly retrofits word vectors by ex-
panding and reducing its dimensions, without ex-
plicit retrofitting functions. While adjusting the
dimension of vector space, the algorithm could
strengthen the meaning of each word, making syn-
onyms close together and non-synonyms far from
each other, finally projecting the new vector space
in accordance to the distribution of word vectors.
Therefore, extrofitting resolves the issue of using
antonyms and explicit retrofitting function.
1.3 Contributions
Our main contributions can be summarized as fol-
lows:
• We propose unsupervised extrofitting that ex-
tends extrofitting for enriching word vec-
tors without using external semantic lexicons.
The method can resolve one of the limita-
tions of post-processing approaches, which
requires well-defined semantic lexicon.
• We also propose deep extrofitting that extends
extrofitting for word vector specialization.
This simple extension outperforms previous
methods while requiring only synonyms.
• We report the effects of word vector post-
processing on conventional text classification
task. The result shows that our methods
are ‘enrichment’, which improves the perfor-
mance on conventional tasks when compared
to word vector specialization methods.
2 Preliminary
2.1 Retrofitting
Retrofitting (Faruqui et al., 2015) defines an ob-
jective function Ψ(Q) that make synonym pairs
in semantic lexicon close together. The algorithm
learns the retrofitted word embedding matrix Q =
{q1, q2, . . . , qn} as follows:
Ψ(Q) =
n∑
i=1
[α||qi− qˆi||2 +
∑
(i,j)∈E
βij ||qi− qj ||2]
where an original word vector is qi, its synonym
vector is qj , inferred word vector is qˆi, and E de-
notes synonym pairs in semantic lexicons. The hy-
perparameter α and β control the relative strengths
of associations.
2.2 Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
LSA (Landauer and Dumais, 1997) has been used
to extract the relation of data through latent vari-
ables. LSA is based on Singular Value Decompo-
sition (SVD), which decomposes a matrix as fol-
lows:
A = USV T ,
where S is a diagonal matrix with singular values,
and U and V are the orthogonal eigenvectors. We
can select top-k singular values to represent ma-
trix A in k-dimensional latent space. Then U and
V are redefined as Uk ∈ RN×k and Vk ∈ Rk×N ,
respectively, with diagonal matrix Sk ∈ Rk×k.
When applying LSA in topic modeling, A is de-
fined as term-document matrix. Then, US and
SV T are considered as term vectors and document
vectors in latent space, respectively.
2.3 Expansional Retrofitting (Extrofitting)
Extrofitting first expands word embedding matrix
W :
Expand(W )
= W ⊕ rw
{
meanw∈syn(µw) if w ∈ L
µw otherwise
where µw is the mean value of elements in word
vector w. L denotes semantic lexicons, and
syn denotes synonym pairs. Next, we define
Trans(W ) as calculating transform matrix given
word embedding matrix W :
Trans(W )
= argmaxU
|UT ∑c(µc − µ)(µc − µ)TU |
|UT ∑c∑i(xi − µc)(xi − µc)TU |
where x is a word vector, c is a class. The overall
average of x is µ, and the class average in class
i is denoted by µi. This formula finds transform
matrix U which minimizes the variance within the
same class and maximizes the variance between
different classes. Each class is defined as the in-
dex of synonym pairs. Then simple extrofitting is
formulated as follows:
Extro(W ) = Trans(Expand(W ))TExpand(W )
3 Unsupervised Extrofitting
We consider word embedding matrix as the term-
document matrix of LSA. Specifically, the word
embedding matrix is term-semantic matrix per se
so we expect to extract semantically related words
(terms) by matrix decomposition. We first decom-
pose word embeddings W as follows:
Wk = UkSkV
T
k
We can get word representations in latent space
(W ′) by computing UkSk. By comparing each
word in latent space, we extract semantically re-
lated words using cosine similarity. Then, we de-
fine the set of semantically related words as the
class c of extrofitting:
cwi = cwj , if cos(W
′
i ,W
′
j) ≥ T
where w is a word, and T is a threshold that de-
termines the words wi and wj are semantically re-
lated. In our experiment, we set the threshold to
high value (0.9) since type II error is rather better
than type I error.
4 Deep Extrofitting with Semantic
Lexicon
4.1 Stacked Extrofitting
We first generalize extrofitting. The stacked ex-
trofitting (ExtroIter(W )) is formulated as follows:
Extron(W )
= Trans(Extron−1(W ))TExpand(Extron−1(W )).
4.2 Extrofitting with Retrofitting
Retrofitting could be specialized in semantic lex-
icons whereas extrofitting results in generalized
word vectors (Jo and Choi, 2018). If then,
we expect the results of retrofitting and ex-
trofitting to complement each other. So, we ap-
ply retrofitting to word vectors and then extrofit
the retrofitted word vectors, and vice versa. We
denote retrofitting as RetroIter(W ).
RExtronm(W ) = Extrom(Retron(W ))
ERetronm(W ) = Retrom(Extron(W ))
Further, we can use them one by one:
Stepwise RExtron = {Extro1(Retro1(W ))}n
Stepwise ERetron = {Retro1(Extro1(W ))}n
5 Experiment Data
5.1 Pretrained Word Vector
Pretrained word vectors include words composed
of n-dimensional float vectors. One of major pre-
trained word vector we used is GloVe (Pennington
et al., 2014). We use glove.42B.300d trained
on Common Crawl data, which contains 1,917,493
unique words as 300 dimensional vectors.
Even though many word embedding algorithms
and pretrained word vectors have been suggested
after GloVe, GloVe is still being used as a strong
baseline on word similarity tasks (Cer et al., 2017;
Camacho-Collados et al., 2017). We also use
Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a), Fasttext (Bo-
janowski et al., 2016), and Paragram (Wieting
et al., 2015) as resources of unsupervised ex-
trofitting.
5.2 Semantic Lexicon
As an external semantic lexicon, we use Word-
Net (Miller, 1995), which consists of approxi-
mately 150,000 words and 115,000 synsets pairs.
We borrow Faruqui et al.’s WordNetall lexicon,
comprised of synonyms, hypernyms, and hy-
ponyms. Faruqui et al. reported that their method
performed the best when paired with WordNetall.
Extrofitting (Jo and Choi, 2018) also worked well
with WordNetall.
5.3 Intrinsic Evaluation Dataset
Word similarity datasets consist of two word
pairs with human-rated similarity score between
the words. With the datasets, word similarity
task is defined as calculating Spearman’s cor-
relation (Daniel, 1990) between two words in
word vector format. We use 4 different kinds
of datasets: MEN-3k (MEN) (Bruni et al.,
2014), WordSim-353 (WS) (Finkelstein et al.,
2001), SimLex-999 (SL) (Hill et al., 2015), and
SimVerb-3500 (SV) (Gerz et al., 2016).
We experiment our methods on as many datasets
as possible to see the effect of word vector enrich-
ment while avoiding to become overfitted to a spe-
cific dataset. When we use MEN-3k, WordSim-
353, and SimVerb-3500, we combine train (or dev)
set and test set together solely for evaluation. The
other datasets are left for future work since the
datasets either are too small or contain numerous
out-of-vocabulary words.
6 Experiments
6.1 Unsupervised Extrofitting
In Table 1, our method improves the performance
on all the word similarity dataset when com-
pared to GloVe. The result implies that pretrained
word vector can be enriched by unsupervised ex-
trofitting, which does not require any semantic lex-
icon. Even unsupervised extrofitting outperforms
on MEN when compared to extrofitted GloVe with
external semantic resource (WordNet).
We also experiment that the extracted semantic in-
formation can be used to retrofitting but the infor-
mation is not useful for retrofitting, which means
the extracted information cannot be considered as
synonyms (see Appendix A.1). Therefore, we
consider them as ‘semantically related’ words.
MEN WS SL SV
GloVe .7435 .5516 .3738 .2264
Unsupervised Extrofitting
+GloVe(50) .8084 .6010 .4775 .3077
+GloVe(100) .8271 .6506 .4754 .3382
+GloVe(150) .8033 .6223 .4459 .2980
+GloVe(200) .7939 .6091 .4287 .2818
+GloVe(300) .7900 .6037 .4439 .2936
Extrofitting with Lexicons
+WordNet .8215 .6552 .4930 .3596
Table 1: Spearman’s correlation of unsupervised ex-
trofitted GloVe. We combine train (or dev) set and test
set of word similarity dataset together solely for evalua-
tion. GloVe(N) denotes extracted semantic information
from GloVe in N-dimensional latent space.
After observing that our unsupervised extrofitting
works well, we borrow other well-known pre-
trained word vectors in order to use them as
semantic resources for unsupervised extrofitting.
The results of unsupervised extrofitting ensemble
are presented in Table 2. Unsupervised extrofitting
can utilize other pretrained word vector resources,
performing even better than extrofitting with ex-
ternal semantic lexicons.
6.2 Deep Extrofitting
We present the performance of stacked extrofitting
(Extron) to GloVe in Figure 1. While stacked
MEN WS SL SV
GloVe .7435 .5516 .3738 .2264
Single
+Word2Vec(300) .6434 .4921 .3048 .1903
+Fasttext(300) .7749 .6000 .4207 .2698
+PgWS(300) .8358 .6804 .4685 .3526
+PgSL(300) .8277 .6669 .4526 .3310
Multi
+Fasttext(300)+PgWS(300) .8365 .6792 .4724 .3578
+Fasttext(300)+PgSL(300) .8304 .6682 .4578 .3375
+PgWS(300)+PgSL(300) .8285 .6676 .4539 .3316
+PgSL(300)+PgWS(300) .8369 .6884 .4754 .3662
+GloVe(100)+PgWS(300) .8357 .6829 .4699 .3538
+GloVe(100)+PgSL(300) .8285 .6707 .4539 .3316
+GloVe(100)+PgWS(300)+PgSL(300) .8345 .6753 .4646 .3508
+GloVe(100)+PgSL(300)+PgWS(300) .8359 .6786 .4697 .3530
Supervised +WordNet .8215 .6552 .4930 .3596
Table 2: The performance of unsupervised extrofitting ensemble. PretrainedResource(N) denotes extracted
semantic information from PretrainedResource. ParagramWS and ParagramSL are denoted as PgWS and
PgSL, respectively.
Figure 1: The performance of stacked extrofitting on
word similarity tasks. The x-axis indicates iterations.
The dotted lines denote the performance of stacked ex-
trofitting after unsupervised extrofitting.
extrofitting improves the performance of word
similarity tasks for a few iterations, the perfor-
mance gap becomes smaller as we stack more ex-
trofitting. We also plot top-100 nearest words us-
ing t-SNE (Maaten and Hinton, 2008), as shown
in Figure 3. Stacking more extrofitting makes the
word vectors utilize broader vector space in gen-
eral while relatively collecting synonyms together.
As a result, we might lose word similarity score
(see Appendix A.2) but gain overall performance
improvement. We interpret the results as gener-
alization in that the word vectors get generalized
representation by being far away from each other.
In order to extend our method to word vector spe-
cialization, we stack retrofitting and extrofitting,
Figure 2: The performance of Stepwise RExtro on
word similarity tasks. The x-axis indicates iterations.
The dotted lines denote the performance of Stepwise
RExtro after unsupervised extrofitting.
one by one. When we stack retrofitting first, we
denote it as Stepwise RExtron. Otherwise, stack-
ing extrofitting first, we denote it as Stepwise
ERetron. We report the results in Figure 2 and
Figure 4, respectively. Stepwise RExtro and Step-
wise ERetro perform word vector specialization
on SimLex-999 and SimVerb-3500 datasets. Since
word pairs in the datasets 100% overlaps with syn-
onym pairs in WordNetall, applying retrofitting
improves the similarity on those datasets while
concurrently degrading the performance on the
other datasets. The performance of retrofitting
converges in a few iterations (Faruqui et al., 2015)
but we can specialize over retrofitting with the
help of extrofitting by finding new enriched vec-
Figure 3: Plots of nearest top-100 words of cue words in stacked extrofitting. We choose two cue words; one is
included in semantic lexicons (love; left), and another is not (soo; right)
Figure 4: The performance of Stepwise ERetro on
word similarity tasks. The x-axis indicates iterations.
The dotted lines denote the performance of Stepwise
ERetro after unsupervised extrofitting.
tor space at every iteration, as shown in Table 3.
Moreover, the weakness of extrofitting–not being
able to strongly collect word vectors–is compen-
sated by retrofitting.
We also apply deep extrofitting to the enriched
word vectors by unsupervised extrofitting. The re-
sults are presented as dotted lines in Figure 1, Fig-
ure 2, and Figure 4, showing slightly better perfor-
mance than original deep extrofitting.
7 Results
We compare our best results with previous
retrofitting models in Table 4. We define the
average similarity score of SimLex-999 (SL)
and SimVerb-3500 (SV) as specialization score
(Spec), in which previous works (Mrksˇic´ et al.,
2017; Glavasˇ and Vulic´, 2018) have tried to in-
crease the performance. The average score of the
MEN-3k (MEN) and WordSim-353 are defined as
generalization score (Gen) because MEN and WS
include words that are not a part of WordNetall
lexicon. Our methods, Stepwise RExtro and Step-
wise ERetro, significantly outperform state-of-
the-art retrofitting models despite using only syn-
onyms.
Although ATTRACT-REPEL (Mrksˇic´ et al., 2017)
is better than our methods on SimLex-999, we
specialize the word vector with only synonyms,
thus using less external resources than ATTRACT-
REPEL. Second, Glavasˇ and Vulic´ showed that
ATTRACT-REPEL specializes only words seen
in semantic lexicons, whereas our methods in-
clude the strong point of ER-CNT (Glavasˇ and
Vulic´, 2018) that is able to enrich word vec-
tors not included in semantic lexicons, by mak-
ing non-synonyms distant to each other. Lastly,
ATTRACT-REPEL cannot use GloVe without pre-
processing, because of the limitation of memory
allocation. This constraint is critical when we use
the pretrained word vectors to the conventional
tasks which have large amount of vocabularies.
8 Downstream Task
We utilize our results on text classification tasks,
which is the basis of conventional NLP tasks.
8.1 Datasets
We use 2 topic classification datasets; DB-
pedia ontology (Lehmann et al., 2015), Ya-
hoo!Answers (Chang et al., 2008), and 1 senti-
ment classification dataset; Yelp reviews. We uti-
lize Yahoo!Answer dataset for 2 different tasks,
classifying upper-level categories and classifying
lower-level categories, respectively.
Word Method Top-10 Nearest Words(Cosine Similarity Score)
love
Raw
loved(.7745), i(.7338), loves(.7311), know(.7286), loving(.7263),
really(.7196), always(.7193), want(.7192), hope(.7127), think(.7110)
+ Retro
loved(.7857), know(.7826), like(.7781), want(.7736), i(.7707),
feel(.7550), wish(.7549), think(.7491), enjoy(.7453), loving(.7451)
+SRExtro6
devotedness(.8259), lovemaking(.8111), heartstrings(.7731), agape(.7582), infatuation(.7415),
cherish(.7072), eff(.7072), dearest(.6956), do it(.6905), fornicate(.6843)
+SERetro6
devotedness(.8229), lovemaking(.8132), heartstrings(.7775), agape(.7627), infatuation(.7499),
cherish(.7194), eff(.7130), dearest(.7039), do it(.6950), fornicate(.6827)
soo
Raw
sooo(.8394), soooo(.7938), sooooo(.7715), soooooo(.7359), sooooooo(.6844),
haha(.6574), hahah(.6320), damn(.6247), omg(.6244), hahaha(.6219)
+ Retro
sooo(.8394), soooo(.7938), sooooo(.7715), soooooo(.7359), sooooooo(.6844), soooooooo(.6896)
haha(.6574), hahah(.6320), omg(.6244), hahaha(.6219), sooooooooo(.6189)
+SRExtro6
sooo(.7992), soooo(.7701), sooooo(.7570), soooooo(.7339), sooooooo(.7159), sooooooooo(.6838)
soooooooo(.6602), sooooooooooo(.6469), soooooooooo(.6341), tooo(.6293)
+SERetro6
sooo(.8061), soooo(.7559), sooooo(.7413), soooooo(.7167), sooooooo(.6920), sooooooooo(.6521)
soooooooo(.6334), sooooooooooo(.6127), tooo(.6089), soooooooooo(.6081)
Table 3: List of top-10 nearest words of cue words in different post-processing methods. We show cosine similarity
scores of two words included in semantic lexicon (love) or not (soo).
Model MEN WS Gen. SL SV Spec.
Retrofitting (Syn) .7305 .5332 .6319 .4644 .3017 .3831
Counter-fitting (Syn) .7149 .5075 .6112 .4143 .2845 .3494
Counter-fitting (Syn+Ant) .6898 .4633 .5766 .5415 .4167 .4791
ATTRACT-REPEL (Syn) .7156 .5921 .6539 .5672 .4416 .5044
ATTRACT-REPEL (Syn+Ant) .7013 .5523 .6268 .6397 .5463 .5930
ER-CNT∗ (Syn) - - - .465 .339 .402
ER-CNT∗ (Syn+Ant) - - - .582 .439 .5105
Unsupervised Extro3 () .8320 .6734 .7527 .4844 .3501 .4173
Extro6 (Syn) .8238 .6799 .7519 .4990 .3696 .4343
Stepwise RExtro6 (Syn) .6724 .5359 .6042 .6119 .5950 .6035
Stepwise ERetro6 (Syn) .6942 .5266 .6104 .6195 .5995 .6095
Unsupervised + SERetro7 (Syn) .6834 .5399 .6117 .6169 .6020 .6095
Table 4: Comparison of our methods with other retrofitting models. We combine train (or dev) set and test set
of word similarity dataset together solely for evaluation. We use GloVe with synonym pairs (Syn) in WordNetall
lexicon and their antonym pair (Ant) if the model uses antonyms as well. () means that no external resources are
used. The github codes of ∗ER-CNT are under-development so we report the results from their papers.
8.2 Classifier
Since we believe that keeping the sequence
of words is important, we build simple
TextCNN (Kim, 2014) rather than building a
classifier based on Bag-of-Words (BoW) as
Faruqui et al. did, since BoW neglects the word
sequences by averaging all the word vectors.
We use the first 100 words as input sequences, and
the classifier consists of 2 convolutional layers
with the channel size of 32 and 16, respectively.
We adopt the multi-channel approach, implement-
ing 4 different sizes of kernels–2, 3, 4, and 5. We
concatenate them after every max-pooling layer.
The learned kernels go through an activation
function, ReLU (Hahnloser et al., 2000), and are
max-pooled. We set the size of word embedding
to 300, optimizer to Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
with learning rate 0.001, using early-stopping.
8.3 Experiment
We experiment with our methods in 2 different set-
tings: fixed word vectors, or trainable word vec-
NOT Trainable Word Vectors
DBpedia YahooAnswer
(Upper)
YahooAnswer
(Lower)
Yelp
review
(1) GloVe .9817 .7296 .4990 .6712
(2) Retrofit(GloVe) .8394 .4647 .2941 .6397
(3) Counter-fit(GloVe) .7821 .3807 .2034 .6164
(4) Extro1(GloVe) .9866 .7389 .5253 .6798
(5) Unsupervised Extro3(GloVe) .9860 .7371 .5222 .6804
(6) Extro6(GloVe) .9863 .7370 .5218 .6809
(7) Stepwise RExtro6(GloVe) .9846 .7084 .4894 .6773
(8) Stepwise ERetro6(GloVe) .9846 .7065 .4950 .6777
Trainable Word Vectors
DBpedia YahooAnswer
(Upper)
YahooAnswer
(Lower)
Yelp
review
(1) GloVe .9870 .7327 .5173 .6798
(2) Retrofit(GloVe) .9770 .6473 .4027 .6797
(3) Counter-fit(GloVe) .9821 .6381 .4108 .6778
(4) Extro1(GloVe) .9875 .7493 .5288 .6836
(5) Unsupervised Extro3(GloVe) .9875 .7499 .5284 .6827
(6) Extro6(GloVe) .9873 .7473 .5303 .6844
(7) Stepwise RExtro6(GloVe) .9859 .7201 .4995 .6836
(8) Stepwise ERetro6(GloVe) .9857 .7234 .4996 .6834
Table 5: 10 times average accuracy of TextCNN classifiers initialized by differently post-processed word vector.
tors. When the word vectors are fixed, we can
evaluate the usefulness of the word vectors per
se. With the trainable word vectors, we can see
the improvement of the classification performance
when initialized with the enriched word vectors.
8.4 Results
In each setting, we report the performance of the
classifier in Table 5. classification results with
the generalized word vectors, (4), (5) and (6),
are better than the results with the specialized
word vectors, (2), (3), (7) and (8) both when the
word vectors are fixed and trainable. Even the
specialized word vectors degrade the classification
performance when compared to original GloVe.
The classifier initialized with (5) unsupervised
extrofitting outperforms the original GloVe.
The performance gap between (4) simple ex-
trofitting and the enriched word vectors, (5)
and (6), is small but the result that the classifier
with (5) unsupervised extrofitting performs on
par with (4) extrofitting is noticeable. Also, our
specialized word vectors, (7) and (8), degrade less
performance than (2) and (3).
Consequently, we claim that our methods are word
vector enrichment, which makes the performance
gain on conventional NLP tasks, i.e., word vector
post-processing method for general purpose.
Other word vector specialization models,
ATTRACT-REPEL and ER-CNT, cannot be
compared with our methods since the models
cannot use GloVe without preprocessing and the
github codes are under-development, respectively.
In addition, our methods focus on retrofitting with
semantic information, so it is unfair to compare
our methods with contextual representations such
as ELMo (Peters et al., 2018).
9 Conclusion
We develop retrofitting models that one is able
to enrich word vector without semantic lexicon
(unsupervised extrofitting) and the other is us-
ing in-depth expansional retrofitting (deep ex-
trofitting). We show that unsupervised extrofitting
improves the performance on overall word sim-
ilarity tasks compared to GloVe and present its
application as word vector ensemble. Next, we
show that in-depth combinations of extrofitting
with retrofitting outperform previous state-of-the-
art models in word vector specialization.
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A Appendices
A.1 Retrofitting with extracted semantic
information
MEN WS SL SV
GloVe .7435 .5516 .3738 .2264
Retro with GloVe(100) .7435 .5521 .3738 .2245
Extro with GloVe(100) .8271 .6506 .4754 .3382
Table A.1: Spearman’s correlation of post-processed GloVe with semantic information extracted from GloVe in
latent space. GloVe(N) means extracted semantic information from GloVe in N-dimensional latent space.
A.2 List of top-10 nearest words of cue words
Word Method Top-10 Nearest Words(Cosine Similarity Score)
love
Raw
loved(.7745), i(.7338), loves(.7311), know(.7286), loving(.7263),
really(.7196), always(.7193), want(.7192), hope(.7127), think(.7110)
+ Extro1
adore(.5958), hate(.5925), loved(.5786), luv(.5406), loooove(.5290),
looooove(.5217), loveeee(.5177), want(.5166), loving(.5157), looove(.5071)
+ Extro2
adore(.5798), hate(.5738), loved(.5572), luv(.5287), loooove(.5254),
looooove(.5227), loveeee(.5210), looove(.5042), loooooove(.4987), loving(.4948)
+ Extro6
adore(.5841), hate(.5636), loved(.5518), luv(.5285), loooove(.5282),
looooove(.5266), loveeee(.5251), looove(.5072), loooooove(.5029), loadsss(.4967)
+ Unsup.
Extro3
loves(.6030), loving(.5875), loved(.5805), luv(.5339), adore(.5296),
friendship(.5284), passion(.5249), likes(.4918), loadsss(.4896), affection(.4833)
soo
Raw
sooo(.8394), soooo(.7938), sooooo(.7715), soooooo(.7359), sooooooo(.6844),
haha(.6574), hahah(.6320), damn(.6247), omg(.6244), hahaha(.6219)
+ Extro1
sooo(.8307), soooo(.7870), sooooo(.7754), soooooo(.7554), sooooooo(.7260), soooooooo(.6884),
sooooooooo(.6818), soooooooooo(.6545), tooo(.6502), sooooooooooo(.6453)
+ Extro2
sooo(.8284), soooo(.7843), sooooo(.7723), soooooo(.7525), sooooooo(.7221), soooooooo(.6849),
sooooooooo(.6790), soooooooooo(.6516), tooo(.6445), sooooooooooo(.6424)
+ Extro6
sooo(.8273), soooo(.7828), sooooo(.7707), soooooo(.7508), sooooooo(.7203), soooooooo(.6831),
sooooooooo(.6773), soooooooooo(.6498), tooo(.6426), sooooooooooo(.6408)
+ Unsup.
Extro3
sooo(.7275), soooo(.6602), sooooo(.6360), soooooo(.5980), sooooooo(.5440), jin(.5328),
hyun(.5292), hee(.5136), jung(.5017), soooooooo(.4853)
Table A.2: List of top-10 nearest words of cue words in different post-processing methods. We show cosine
similarity scores of two words included in semantic lexicon (love) or not (soo).
